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Abstract

The study of translation is the study of cultural interaction. The cross-cultural awareness, one of the basic qualifications for a translator, influences the translator’s translation strategies, approaches, and the translation quality. Based on the comparison between the two outstanding English versions of *Hong Lou Meng*, this article tries to explore how the Chinese and English translators, Yang Xianyi and David Hawkes put their emphasis on the author or the potential readers, the source language culture or the target language culture. This study also helps to see more clearly the nature of translation, and the relation among translation, translator, and culture.
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I. The Nature of Translation

In a broad sense, translation involves the cultural interflow between two branches that have different languages. In a narrow sense, translation refers to the transmission of information between two languages: the source language and the target language. As Nida refers it, translation consists in reproducing in the target language the closest natural equivalent of the source language message, first in terms of the source language message and second in terms of its special qualities. Translating must aim primarily at reproducing the message. Meaning should be given priority. Translation is the very thing that bridges over any language barrier between two cultures. The study of translation is the study of cultural interaction.

In recent years, translation has been taken as a cross-cultural activity in the translation circle. People have reached the consensus that translation is not only the transmission of information of different languages, but also of different cultures. However, there has existed a heated discussion on how to handle the cultural factors in translation.

II. Translator’s Cultural Orientation

The cultural turn in translation studies after the 1970s brought about new dimensions and approaches for translation studies. More and more translators and translation theorists have come to realize that a translator is the subjectivity of translation and important in the construction and transferring of cultures when rendering.

A translator stands at the center of a dynamic process of communication, as a mediator between different cultures. The major task of a translator is to turn the cultural content in one language into another, so whether it is faithful or not largely depends on the degrees of the translator’s grasp of both views of languages and cultures.

Though translating is a consultant process of two or more cultures, it is not necessarily to say a translator stands in a neutral position between cultures. As translating involves a conflict of interests, translators’ own culture-specific knowledge and the concepts of their own culture will inevitably be embedded in his or her translation selection and translation approaches.

Source language culture-orientated translation or target language culture-orientated translation may be the two basic orientations or choices for a translator in confronting with culture factors when rendering.

III. Comparative Analysis of the Ritual & Custom Translation of Hong Lou Meng

Hong Lou Meng, the great classical Chinese novel written in the mid-eighteenth century during the reign of Emperor Qian-long of the Qing Dynasty, has been widely popular throughout the last two centuries. It has been regarded as “the Encyclopedia of the Feudal Society of China” for the vast sphere of the cultural contents, including Chinese allusions, rituals and customs, dressing, instruments and household devices, architecture, gardening, food, medicine, official titles, religion, poems, plays, games, geographic elements, arts, music elements, festivals, and so on.

1. Brief Introduction to the Two English Versions and Their Translators

There are two outstanding English versions of Hong Lou Meng, namely A Dream of Red Mansions by Yang Xianyi and Gladys Yang and The Story of the Stone by David Hawkes and John Minford. Yang Xianyi is a great Chinese translator and expert of foreign literature, who takes faithfulness as the first thing when rendering. He also thinks there can be some foreign flavors in translation. David Hawkes, an English Sinologist, persisted in rendering everything of the original and emphasized that a translator should be responsible for the author, the readers, and the source text. It is no easy job to translate a great work like Hong Lou Meng, especially in the culture aspect. Holding different cultures, the two translators have different attitudes and orientations in handling the source text.

2. A Comparative Analysis of the Two Versions

In this part, 97 ritual & custom translation cases, which appear in the first 80 chapters of the novel and are more typical and alien to foreigners, have been taken for discussion.

2.1 Analysis of the Similarities of the Two Versions

First, sometimes Yang Xianyi and David Hawkes even have used exactly the same words as in the following examples.

(1) 冲一杯也好 (p.135) 冲

“If I were you I’d make ready the things for the funeral. That may break the bad luck.” (Yang Vol.1:118)

You'll have to start getting things ready for the end. Of course, it's always possible that doing so may break the bad luck. (Hawkes Vol.1: 241)

(2) “你既吃了我们家的茶，怎么还不给我们家作媳妇儿?” (p.295) 吃茶

Drink our family’s tea, a daughter-in-law to be! (Yang Vol.1: 365)

You know the rule: “drink the family’s tea • the family’s bride-to-be.” (Hawkes Vol.1: 499)

Second, surprisingly, 40 among the 97 ritual and custom translation cases, Yang and David have applied the same translation approach or strategy, either with alienation or adaptation, literal or free translation, semantic or communicative translation. E.g.
David Hawkes knew well that cultural factors in *Hong Lou Meng* are alien and strange to the western readers since the potential readers do not possess the cultural background of the source text readers. Therefore, Hawkes amplified the text to help the target text readers with the understanding of Chinese cultures.

**Second,** sometimes the two translators use different translation strategies in their translation. Yang, as a Chinese translator, more or less adopted the Chinese traditional translation norms, and he used more literal and semantic translation. What is more, Yang tried to present the Chinese traditional culture to the West by using alienation in translation practice. Hawkes used more adaptation and free translation than Yang. E.g.

(8) 只见王夫人的丫鬟金钏儿和那一个才留头的小女孩儿站在台阶儿上玩呢。（p.81） 留头

**Third,** Hawkes focused more on the target culture readers. Different culture backgrounds in which the
translators have been brought up influence their translation. As an English translator, Hawkes focused more on the target culture readers than Yang did. E.g.  (9) 等满了孝再圆房儿。 (p.892) 圆房

Once the mourning is over she can live with my husband. (Yang Vol.2: 487)

…until the mourning period is over and she is allowed to sleep with Lian. (Hawkes Vol.3: 352)

Interestingly, the two translators have used two different verbs to translate the Chinese 圆房. Yang’s translation is indirect; however, Hawkes’ translation is straightforward and conveys more explicit information to the target culture readers.

IV. Conclusion

To sum up, the analysis of the ritual & custom translation cases in the two English versions of Hong Lou Meng leads to the conclusion that both Yang Xianyi and David Hawkes are faithful to the original text. Hawkes’ translation is more or less target language culture-orientated with more adaptation used. However, as an English translator, in reproducing the original cultural elements, he still turned to target language cultural-orientated translation.

The tendency of translation will be to keep faithful to the original author, the original text and the original culture. With the increasing international communication and the improvement of the comprehension of the target receptors, translation will be promoted as more source language culture-orientated.

Translators of Chinese literary works, like Hong Lou Meng, should bear in mind the responsibility for introducing Chinese cultural heritage to the target readers. This is not only of necessity but also of possibility, as has been proved by the practice of the Yang’s and David Hawkes.

In cross-culture translation, proper and increasing attention should be paid to translator’s cultural orientation and subjectivity of translator so as to preserve the source culture of the source text.
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